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This paper employs an analytic reconnection model to investigate the conditions under which Hall
currents can influence reconnection and Ohmic dissipation rates. It is first noted that time dependent
magnetohydrodynamic systems can be analyzed by decomposing the magnetic and velocity fields
into guide field and reconnecting field components. A formally exact solution shows that Hall
currents can speed up or slow down the reconnection rate depending on the strength and orientation
of the axial guide field. In particular, merging solutions are developed in which the axial guide field
is the dominant driver of the reconnection. The extent to which Hall currents can alleviate the
buildup of back pressures in flux pile-up reconnection models is also examined. The analysis shows
that, although enhancements of the merging rate can be expected under certain conditions, it is
unlikely that Hall currents can completely undo the fundamental pressure limitations associated with
flux pile-up reconnection. © 2005 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.1826094]
I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetic reconnection is a fundamental resistive process
that accounts for topological change in magnetic plasmas.
Since astrophysical and laboratory plasmas are highly con-
ducting it is often difficult to construct reconnection mecha-
nisms that are fast enough to explain observations of rapid
magnetic collapse. This is a recurring problem in applying
reconnection theory to real phenomena, for instance, the ex-
plosive energy release of solar flares.
In constructing reconnection models it has been custom-
ary to assume a resistive form of Ohm’s law in which inertial
effects and Hall currents are neglected.1 This long standing
practice has been questioned in a recent series of analytic and
computational studies.2–7 Hall currents, in particular, seem
likely to have a strong influence on magnetic merging solu-
tions.
The purpose of the present paper is to examine a family
of exact analytic Hall reconnection models based on break-
ing the flow and field variables into background and distur-
bance components. These solutions extend earlier work,6,8 by
including large scale background components in the perpen-
dicular (axial) flow and magnetic fields. In fact we show that
large scale axial guide components are naturally incorporated
in a time-dependent MHD (magnetohydrodynamic) frame-
work that includes Hall currents and inertial effects within a
generalized Ohm’s law for the plasma. Our present focus,
however, is to examine how Hall currents affect reconnection
rates and Ohmic dissipation rates, and for this purpose it is
convenient to adopt a simplified analytic treatment in which
time dependence, and viscous and inertial effects are ne-
glected. We also address the issue of whether Hall currents
can alleviate the strong back pressures that limit the merging
rates of flux pile-up reconnection solutions.
It is interesting to note that attempts have already been
made to elude the pressure limitation of flux pile-up models.
Jardine and Allen9 point out that the strength of the back-
ground velocity field can be adjusted to alleviate the strong
build up of magnetic pressure in the current layer. Unfortu-
nately, this remedy is compromised by the much stronger
dynamic pressures required to sustain the merging. More re-
cently, Dorelli10 has suggested that Hall currents, in combi-
nation with strong axial guide fields, can help ease the pres-
sure problem. Dorelli’s suggestion is consistent with
numerical simulations,11,12 which imply that the form of the
axial field (and specifically its gradient) is critical in deter-
mining the reconnection rate. Our results suggest that al-
though Dorelli’s prescription allows the pressure limitation
on the reconnection rate to be eased somewhat, it is unlikely
to be eliminated entirely unless a far more complicated back-
ground field structure is invoked.
The details of the general analytic description are given
in Secs. II and III. In Sec. IV we demonstrate that Hall cur-
rents can both increase or decrease the reconnection rate by
altering the thickness of the reconnecting current sheet.
Speed up in the reconnection rate is achieved when the sheet
thins, but this occurs at the expense of the Ohmic dissipation
rate. In contrast, thicker sheets lead to slower reconnection
rates, but higher Ohmic dissipation rates. Which type of so-
lution results depends on the symmetries of the merging
problem—in particular the sign of the axial guide field com-
ponent. As regards the pressure problem, our analysis in Sec.
V suggests that, for the simplified analytic models described
by Dorelli10 and developed further here, Hall currents are
limited in their ability to alleviate the pressure restrictions on
flux pile up merging. It is possible, however, that the pres-
sure problem could be eliminated in a more general
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approach—indeed numerical experiments11,12 suggest that
the pileup can become independent of plasma resistivity
without the amplitude of the axial field becoming too large.
An alternative interpretation of the analytic results presented
here, where it is the gradient of the axial field that scales
strongly with h rather than the amplitude, could lead to this
type of behavior, but only at the expense of adding a second
(undetermined) small length scale to the background field
profiles of the model. This possibility is addressed in Secs. V
and VI.
II. MHD RECONNECTION EQUATIONS
A. The generalized Ohm’s law
We consider an incompressible magnetic plasma in
which = ·v= = ·B=0. The governing equations are the di-
mensionless momentum and induction equations, in which
magnetic fields, lengths, and particle densities are scaled ac-
cording to typical reference values; velocities and time are
measured in units of the Alfvén speed and the Alfvén time,
respectively.
The dimensionless momentum equation takes the form
]v
]t
+ sv · = dv = − = p + J 3 B + n„2v , s1d
where J= = 3B is the current density, n is the plasma vis-
cosity, and p is the plasma pressure. The induction equation
is derived from the generalized Ohm’s law
E + v 3 B = hJ + disJ 3 B − = ped
+ de
2S ]J
]t
+ = · svJ + JvdD , s2d
where we have replaced the tensor form for the electron pres-
sure = ·pe with the diagonal term =pe, where pe is a scalar.
Here
h =
c2
4pvA,s
, di =
c
,vpi
, de =
c
,vpe
, s3d
vpe and vpi are the electron and ion plasma frequencies
vpe
2
=4pne2 /me=mpvpi
2 /me, c is the speed of light, vA is the
Alfvén speed, s is the plasma conductivity, and , is the
typical plasma length scale. The dimensionless numbers h,
di, and de are, respectively, the inverse Lundquist number
and the ion and electron skin depths, and indicate the relative
magnitudes of the collisional, Hall, and inertial terms. The
high conductivity of plasmas implies that the resistivity h is
very small: for example, typical values for a coronal plasma
based on characteristic reference parameters are h=10−14.5,
di=10−6.5, and de=10−8.
B. The planar reconnection equations
In what follows solutions for the velocity and magnetic
fields v and B are sought over the planar domain −1łx ,y
ł1, where z is an ignorable coordinate. It is convenient to
use stream and flux function representations for the v and B
fields
vsx,y,td = = fsx,y,td 3 zˆ + Wsx,y,tdzˆ ,
Bsx,y,td = = csx,y,td 3 zˆ + Zsx,y,tdzˆ . s4d
In components we have that v= sfy ,−fx ,Wd and B= scy ,
−cx ,Zd, where subscripted variables denote partial deriva-
tives. Note that the current density
J = sZy,− Zx,− „2cd s5d
comprises both axial and planar contributions.
In considering the advection of the magnetic field by the
flow, it is useful to introduce the Poisson bracket notation
typified by
fc,fg = cxfy − cyfx.
The curl of the momentum equation yields the planar com-
ponents of the velocity field
„2ft + f„2f,fg = f„2c,cg + n„4f , s6d
while
Wt + fW,fg = fZ,cg + n„2W s7d
gives the axial component.
The curl of Ohm’s law yields the magnetic induction
equation. The third component reduces to
ct + fc,fg = h„2c + difc,Zg
+ de
2s„2ct + f„2c,fg + fZ,Wgd s8d
while the first and second components determine the axial
field
Zt + fZ,fg = h„2Z + fW,cg + dif„2c,cg
+ de
2s„2Zt + f„2Z,fg + f„2f,Zgd . s9d
This system completely determines the planar reconnection
problem.
C. Hall current contributions
Of central interest is whether Hall currents can lead to
enhanced magnetic merging rates. Before specializing to par-
ticular reconnection solutions, it is instructive to make some
preliminary observations based on the general system of pla-
nar reconnection equations introduced above.
First note that the evolution equation for c can be writ-
ten in a form that manifests the modified advection provided
by the Hall term
ct + fc,f − diZg = h„2c + de2s„2ct + f„2c,fg + fZ,Wgd .
s10d
The change in the advection bracket effected by the axial
guide field, fc ,fg→ fc ,f−diZg, reflects the fact that the B
field is advected by the electron fluid, rather than the mass-
averaged velocity of the electron-proton gas. Whether the
Hall term speeds up or slows down the convective transport
clearly depends on the properties of the axial field Z.
In fact, as detailed in the Appendix, there are two distinct
components to the axial field. One component, the large
scale “guide” component, is independent of the reconnection
dynamics, while the other component is induced by the re-
connection of the planar field. The induced field follows
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from Eq. (9), where it is clear that even if Z=0 initially, the
presence of the term dif„2c ,cg will drive a growth in Z.
This field may, in turn, feed back into the advection of the
planar reconnecting field altering the reconnection rate. The
induced axial field also adds planar components to the cur-
rent density J, which can lead to an increase in the Ohmic
dissipation rate
Wh = hE J2dV = hE fs„2cd2 + Zx2 + Zy2gdV . s11d
Although the presence of an axial guide component de-
pends only on the initial conditions of the problem, it can,
depending on its magnitude and orientation, lead to signifi-
cant changes in the reconnection rate. These possibilities are
discussed in detail below.
III. INFLUENCE OF THE HALL CURRENT
A. Introduction
We now turn to a class of reconnection solutions that
makes explicit the division between guide fields and recon-
necting field components. In the Appendix it is shown that
time-dependent reconnection solutions can be developed
from the planar MHD equations using a moment expansion
technique. The essential point is that the resulting system can
be interpreted in terms of localized reconnection fields that
are superposed on large scale background guide fields. In
particular, the stagnation flow potential f=−axy can be used
to provide a prototype guide field.
The simplest exact solution, of sufficient generality for
our purposes, is obtained by taking ]t=n=de=0. The poten-
tials are given by
fsx,yd = − axy + fsxd , s12d
csx,yd = bxy + gsxd , s13d
together with the axial fields
Wsx,yd = gxy + Wsxd , s14d
Zsx,yd = dxy + Zsxd . s15d
Provided that we take a.0 to maintain a global inflow,
these forms describe steady-state reconnection maintained by
a one-dimensional (1D) current sheet aligned to the y axis.
There is, however, an important constraint on the solu-
tion that derives from the condition that the plasma pressure
must satisfy psx ,yd.0. The pressure is determined by inte-
grating the separate components of the inviscid momentum
Eq. (1). The exact expression, valid throughout the solution
domain −1,x ,y,1, can be written as
psx,yd = p0 −
1
2 fa
2sx2 + y2d + g8sxd2 + Zsx,yd2g
− byg8sxd . s16d
Clearly, since the background pressure amplitude p0 is
bounded, the flow and field magnitudes a, ug8sxdu, and
uZsx ,ydu cannot be too large if the pressure is to remain posi-
tive. It is this constraint that eventually limits the merging
rate of flux pile-up reconnection models.13–15
B. The disturbance fields
Solutions for the disturbance fields are derived by sub-
stituting forms (12)–(15) into the planar reconnection equa-
tions. To within a nonessential quadratic function8 we find
from (6) that
f = − b
a
g , s17d
while (7) yields
W = −
b
a
Z +
1
a
Sd + bg
a
Dg . s18d
The planar components of the induction equation now reduce
to
E − sa* + diddxg8 = hg9 − bdixZ8, s19d
where a* = sa2−b2d /a and E is the steady state flux transfer
rate ct. The axial component is given by
− a*xZ8 = hZ9 −
g
a
a*xg8 + bdixg-. s20d
These equations must be simultaneously resolved for g and Z
to obtain reconnection solutions. Craig and Watson6 have
already considered the case in which the axial guide fields
vanish sg=d=0d, while Dorelli10 considers head-on merging
sb=0d in the presence of finite axial fields. Below we exam-
ine the more general case of steady-state sheared reconnec-
tion in which all guide field components are present.
C. Equation for the planar disturbance field
By eliminating the axial field Zsxd it is possible to obtain
a single differential equation for the disturbance potential
gsxd. On introducing the variables
s = Sa+
h
D1/2x, k = b2di2
a+h
, a+ = a* + ddi, s21d
we obtain
ss + ks3dG9 + fs1 + Ads2 − 1gG8 + Bs3G = As2 − 1, s22d
where
A =
a*
a+
, B =
a*
a+
S1 − bgdi
aa+
D, Gssd = a+E g8ssd . s23d
Several key points emerge from Eq. (22). First note that
the equation is written in a form that isolates the axial guide
field amplitudes g and d in the coefficients A and B. If the
axial guide fields vanish then A=B=1 and the solution con-
tains a single parameter k that measures the competing ef-
fects of the Hall current and the resistivity.6 If we also let
k→0, then our rescaling filters out all the parameters from
the equation, and it is clear that the resistively dominated
solution must possess a single small length scale s=Os1d, or
in terms of our original variables x.,= sh /a+d1/2. This
scale, in separating the outer advection region from the cur-
rent sheet that sustains the merging, defines both the sheet
thickness and the reconnection speed h /,.sha+d1/2.
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The equation is more complicated when we have axial
guide fields, but we still expect the coefficient of the highest
derivative to have a major impact on the solution. This sug-
gests qualitative changes should be apparent when
k =
b2di
2
sa* + ddidh
. 1. s24d
In addition, there are various conditions on A and B that must
be satisfied if we wish to obtain physically relevant solu-
tions. For example if k.0 and A.0 we require B.0 to get
localized solutions.
IV. ANALYTIC HALL CURRENT SOLUTIONS
Although it is not possible to obtain a general analytic
solution of (22), many of the essential features can be
brought out by examining special cases. These examples
clarify much of reconnection physics, as well as highlighting
some inherent difficulties. We begin by summarizing the case
in which the axial guide fields are turned off.
A. Hall MHD with no axial guide fields: g=d=0
In the case g=d=0 Eq. (22) reduces to
ss + ks3dG9 + s2s2 − 1dG8 + s3G = s2 − 1, s25d
and we must take a+=a* in (23). Solutions to this problem
are developed in the work Craig and Watson,6 and we
present only a summarized discussion here.
First note that competing effects of the Hall current and
resistivity are combined in the single parameter k,di
2 /h.
When this parameter is small the problem is resistively
dominated and for k,1 the solutions are found to display
only very modest departures from the purely resistive sk
=0d solution. Hall effects begin to dominate once k.1, and
oscillatory behavior develops outside the primary reconnec-
tion layer. Once k becomes much larger than unity the solu-
tion reverts to a simple standing whistler wave, with a wave-
length proportional to di.
The key results in this regime are that the Hall effect
thickens the sheet and increases the peak magnetic field.
These effects are an artifact of the Hall coupling between the
axial disturbance field Z and the planar reconnecting field g.
In the context of saturated solutions,14,15 where the peak field
is limited to a maximum value dictated by the driving hydro-
magnetic pressures exerted at the boundaries, these results
imply a slowing of the reconnection rate. Although the re-
connection rate slows for large values of the Hall parameter,
the appearance of oscillations leads to marked increases in
the Ohmic dissipation rate due to the presence of multiple
current sheets and the increased contributions of the growing
axial field to the Ohmic dissipation rate, see (11).
These results are at odds with the findings of many nu-
merical simulations of Hall MHD that observe marked in-
creases in the reconnection rate as the Hall effect begins to
dominate.3,5,16,17 Although the significantly enhanced recon-
nection rates observed in these experiments could be an ar-
tifact of transient effects, we believe that a more likely ex-
planation lies in the differing symmetries assumed in the
analytic and numerical merging solutions. As shown below,
the inclusion of a suitably oriented axial guide field can lead
to solutions in which the current sheet is thinned and the
reconnection rate is appreciably enhanced.
B. Hall MHD annihilation with axial guide field: b=0
We now consider a simple example where we retain the
axial guide fields (g, dÞ0), but let b→0. This type of so-
lution corresponds to the “head-on” annihilation of straight
field lines in the reconnection plane and is the case consid-
ered by Dorelli.10 In this limit k=0, a* =a, a+=a+ddi and
Eq. (22) reduces to
sG9 + FS1 + a
a+
Ds2 − 1GG8 + a
a+
s3G =
a
a+
s2 − 1. s26d
This equation has the solution
Gssd = ˛2dawS s˛2D , s27d
where we have retained only the odd (reconnecting) part of
the general solution and dawszd is the Dawson function,
dawszd = e−z2E
0
z
et
2dt .
In terms of the original variables we have
g8sxd =
E
hm
dawsmxd, m2 =
a + ddi
2h
s28d
[in fact it is simpler to derive this solution directly from (19)
with b=0]. Although we may solve (20) for Zsxd, we see that
it does not feed back on the planar field in this case. This
component cannot affect the reconnection rate but it will
modify the Ohmic dissipation rate, as discussed in Sec. II C.
As emphasized by Dorelli,10 we note that solution (28)
identifies
, . S h
a + ddi
D1/2 s29d
as the thickness of the current sheet centered on x=0. The
influence of the Hall term in this example is to enhance the
electron inflow speed (provided d.0) leading to a thinner
sheet and an enhanced reconnection rate. However, we could
equally well choose d,0 to effect a broadening of the sheet
and a reduction in the merging rate. This demonstrates the
point made in Sec. IV A above, namely, the sensitivity of the
solution to the symmetry properties of the axial guide field in
the Hall MHD limit.
Irrespective of whether we thin or broaden the sheet, a
significant modification of the solution due to the Hall
mechanism requires ddi*a. Since a defines the strength of
the driving flow it is expected to be of order unity in a fast
reconnection mechanism where Alfveníc exhausts are antici-
pated, and dynamic and magnetic pressures are expected to
be comparable. Remembering that di!1 for a typical plasma
we see that d@1 is required to achieve an appreciable effect.
The implication—unless the veracity of the alternative inter-
pretation of Sec. V can be demonstrated—is that a large axial
guide field and consequently high magnetic pressures are
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required. We conclude that changes in the reconnection rate
are likely to be minor unless the flow magnitude is itself very
weak, that is, a!1.
C. Axial field driven reconnection: a* /a+\0
Another case where we can make some analytic progress
is the limit a* /a+→0 (either by assuming a* =0 or a*
!a+). Now we arrive at a regime where the reconnection is
driven purely by the contribution of the axial guide field to
the electron velocity a+.ddi (note we must now fix d.0 to
ensure inflow of the field carrying electrons). In this case
(22) reduces to
ss + ks3dG9 + ss2 − 1dG8 = − 1, s30d
and the solution can be expressed as a quadrature of the form
Gssd = E
0
s
s1 + ku2d−s1+kd/2k2F1S− 12, k − 12k ; 12 ;− ku2Ddu .
s31d
When sk−1d / s2kd is a negative integer, the hypergeometric
function can be expressed as a terminating series, making
closed form solutions possible. The first few values of k are
k = 1: G = tan−1ssd, Z =
E
bdi
fs tan−1 s − lnss2 + 1dg + Z0;
k =
1
3
: G =
3s
s2 + 3
, Z =
E
bdi
F− s2
s2 + 3
+ lnS s2 + 33 DG + Z0;
k =
1
5
: G =
5sss2 + 15d
3ss2 + 5d2
,
Z =
E
bdi
F s2ss2 − 5d3ss2 + 5d2 + 13 lnS s2 + 55 DG + Z0;
k =
1
7
: G =
7ss3s4 + 70s2 + 735d
15ss2 + 7d3
,
Z =
E
bdi
F s2s5s4 + 70s2 − 147d15ss2 + 7d3 + 15 lnS s2 + 77 DG + Z0;
]
k = 0: G = ˛2dawS s˛2D, Z = Z0; s32d
where the solutions for Z are obtained from (20) by setting
a* =0 and remembering k=b2di / sdhd.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show plots of the fields Gssd and
Zssd for these solutions. There are several features to note.
First, the change in the qualitative structure of the planar
field Gssd is relatively modest as we vary k from k=0 (the
resistively dominated limit) to k=1/3. However, once k ap-
proaches unity the solution undergoes a fundamental change
and the localized nature of the solution breaks down entirely.
Also, the axial disturbance field Z has a weak logarithmic
growth away from the reconnecting current layer. This im-
plies that for this type of steady solution, the largest contri-
bution to the magnetic pressure from the axial field occurs
well away from the current sheet.
Looking at Fig. 1(a) we might assume that the sheet
thickness increases monotonically as k is increased—once
again implying a decreasing reconnection rate as the effect
of the Hall current is increased. This is not actually the case,
as our rescaling of the problem is obscuring the true behavior
of the sheet width with varying k.
The true situation is somewhat more complicated since it
depends on competing Hall effects represented by the in-
duced and guide components of the axial field. To see this it
is useful to define the sheet width as the location of the
maximum of Gssd: we have that
FIG. 1. Magnetic disturbance fields for axial field driven reconnection with
a* /a+→0. (a) The planar disturbance field Gssd vs s for various values of
k. There is little qualitative change in the structure of the solution in going
from k=0 to k=1/3, however, as k approaches unity the field peak moves
out to infinity and G is no longer localized. Note, the apparent thickening of
the sheet as k is increased is a somewhat misleading artifact of our rescal-
ing. The true behavior of the width of the sheet in terms of the physical
variables is more complicated. (b) The corresponding normalized axial dis-
turbance fields sbdi /EdZssd vs s. These solutions for Z have a weak loga-
rithmic growth away from the sheet for k,1, but once kø1 they begin to
grow linearly or faster.
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, = xm = S h
a+
D1/2sm = S hddiD
1/2
sm = S b2
kd2
D1/2sm, s33d
where xm and sm are the positions of the maximum of G in
terms of the x and s variables, respectively. However, sm is
itself a function of k [see Fig. 1(a)] that we can obtain by
solving
2F1S− 12, k − 12k ; 12 ;− ksm2 D = 0. s34d
A plot of (normalized) xm versus k is shown in Fig. 2. We
now see that the sheet width initially decreases (and the re-
connection rate increases) as k is increased from zero, until
xm reaches a minimum around k=0.4. After that xm begins to
increase again (accompanied by a decrease in the reconnec-
tion rate), finally tending to infinity as k→1.
Recall that the Hall term makes its presence felt through
the axial magnetic field Zsx ,yd=dxy+Zsxd in two distinct
ways. First, the guide field component dxy acts to increase
the effective electron inflow velocity (assuming d.0), while
at the same time the disturbance component Zsxd couples to
the reconnecting planar field g. These effects were isolated in
the discussions of Secs. IV A and IV B, but now compete for
dominance. If we fix a, b, g, d, and h, then increasing k is
equivalent to increasing di. Now it is clear that increasing k
corresponds to increasing the effective electron inflow veloc-
ity a+=ddi, which leads to thinner sheets and faster recon-
nection. The direct coupling between Z and g tends to have
the opposite effect, leading to broadened profiles for the pla-
nar field G. Therefore the solutions in this case show a mix-
ture of the different behaviors of the solutions outlined in
Secs. IV A and IV B above.
V. PRESSURE LIMITATIONS IN FLUX PILE-UP
MERGING
The chief problem with the reconnection solutions of the
preceding section is the massive field intensities at the cur-
rent sheet predicted by the various models. The magnitude of
the planar field at the onset of the current sheet for the mod-
els outlined in Secs. IV B and IV C above is given by
Bs ; ug8sx = ,du ,
E
sha+d1/2
, a+ =
a2 − b2
a
+ ddi, s35d
remembering that
g8sxd =
ds
dx
g8ssd = Sa+
h
D1/2 E
a+
Gssd =
E
sha+d1/2
Gssd s36d
and noting that the peak value of Gssd is Os1d.
Suppose, for example, that the reconnection rate E is
held fixed as h is systematically reduced. Then to maintain
the reconnection rate—assuming all other parameters are
also held constant—requires a huge flux pile-up field Bs
.h−1/2. The build up in pressure is even more dramatic—as
we require the background pressure p0 to satisfy p0.
1
2Bs
2
,h−1 according to (16).
One possibility to keep the pressure at physically realis-
tic levels is to limit the size of magnetic disturbances washed
into the reconnection region. Basically, the disturbance field
on the outer boundary of the advection region x.1 must
always be small enough to maintain plausible values for Bs.
It is this constraint on the disturbance field amplitude that
limits the merging rate of flux pile-up solutions to physically
plausible levels. Above this level, the current sheet pressure
is sufficient to stall the inflow, saturating the reconnection
rate.
In view of the historical importance attached to fast re-
connection solutions in the formal limit h→0, it is not sur-
prising that attempts have been made to overcome the pres-
sure restriction without saturating the reconnection rate. Two
papers in particular, by Jardine and Allen9 and by Dorelli,10
deserve special mention. Although these two papers deal
with very different problems and are motivated by different
considerations, they do share a common theme in that the
flux pileup observed in the planar field near the current sheet
can be eased by a suitable modification of the merging
mechanism. Jardine and Allen9 deal with a purely resistive
MHD merging problem. Their main concern is to develop
nonzero vorticity solutions, where the global length scale of
the background flow can be self-consistently determined.
However, their work implies that the flow amplitude can be
scaled (by adjusting the vorticity at the inflow boundaries) so
that a=a0h−1 in order to ease the planar magnetic pressure
buildup. As (35) with b=d=0 confirms, this does indeed
eliminate the build up of Bs, but only at the expense of mas-
sive dynamic pressures rv2,h−2 in the background flow.18
More recently, Dorelli10 has investigated magnetic merg-
ing in the context of Hall MHD. His solutions (and those
presented here) differ significantly from Jardine and Allen’s
in that the background flow is vorticity-free and hence the
global scale of the background flow and field is not uniquely
determined. In common with Jardine and Allen, Dorelli con-
FIG. 2. A plot of the normalized sheet width vs k for axial guide field driven
reconnection. If the parameters a, b, g, d, and h are fixed then increasing k
corresponds to increasing di. If k and di are small then the effective inflow
a+=ddi is weak and the sheet is broad. Increasing k strengthens the inflow
and this initially leads to thinner sheets. However, a point is reached near
k=0.4, where the competing effect of the coupling of the induced axial
disturbance field takes over and it begins to thicken the sheet.
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cludes that it is possible to mitigate the pressure constraint
imposed on the planar field—in his case by using the axial
guide field to thin down the current sheet width. However, as
can be seen from (35), the axial guide field must have the
scaling d=d0h−1 if flux pileup is to be completely elimi-
nated. This huge guide component Zsx ,yd=dxy does not ap-
pear in Dorelli’s expression for the pressure, which is re-
stricted solely to the inflow axis y=0. But substituting for
Z=dxy in (16), confirms that a severe constraint on the pres-
sure still persists away from the coordinate lines x=y=0.
It seems clear, therefore, that Dorelli’s suggestion, along
with Jardine and Allen’s, simply transfers the pressure asso-
ciated with the reconnecting field component into the flow
and axial guide fields. In practice, it appears that the best
strategy is to weight uniformly the individual contributions
to the static and dynamic pressures in Eq. (16)—in other
words scale the background flow and axial field field
strengths so that they mimic the build-up of the reconnecting
field Bs. This requires that both a and d scale as Bs, which
from (35) with E fixed, leads to the build-up Bs.Eh−1/3.
Note that in the case of negligible guide field the prescription
a.Bs accords with the classical Sweet–Parker model—that
is, the exhaust speed of material ejected from the sheet is
determined by the Alfvén speed associated with the magnetic
field Bs at the onset of the current layer.14,15,18 This does not
eliminate the pressure problem altogether, but according to
(35) it moderates the build up of the sheet field Bs leading to
thinner sheets, ,,h2/3, and faster inflows. Such scalings
have been repeatedly observed in the presaturation regimes
of resistive MHD magnetic reconnection simulations.19,20
As a final note we point out that associating d with the
magnitude of the axial field depends on the fact that we have
normalized the lengths in our model such that the back-
ground field and flow are based on a global length scale.
However, as d multiplies the hyperbolic xy term it really
represents the gradient of the axial field. If the length scale
of the domain is considered to be microscopic rather than
macroscopic, then clearly the dxy contribution to the pres-
sure near the off-axis corners of the domain will be much
smaller and will therefore lead to much less severe pressure
constraints. The drawback with this interpretation is that
there is no way to determine this second microscopic scale of
the solution within the context of the present model. Even so,
this modification could provide a link between the formally
exact solutions presented here, and in Dorelli, and numerical
simulations that suggest resistivity independent reconnection
rates in the Hall dominated regime.3,5,11,12
VI. MORE GENERAL SOLUTIONS AND THE
BREAKDOWN OF THE ANALYTIC MODEL
In this paper we have only examined a subset of the
possible solutions of the full governing Eq. (22). These so-
lutions show, however, that the addition of axial guide com-
ponents to the magnetic and velocity fields introduces a dif-
ferent level of complexity to the Hall reconnection solutions
first presented in Craig and Watson.6 Although it is not pos-
sible to write down a closed form analytic general solution to
(22), it is a simple matter to integrate the equation numeri-
cally. However, it seems likely that the special cases consid-
ered above contain most of the basic features: in particular,
they pinpoint the competing effects of the coupling of the
guide and disturbance components of the axial magnetic field
to the planar field.
An important question concerns the relevance of the ana-
lytic models to reconnection in physically realizable configu-
rations. Note that the clear separation of the magnetic and
velocity fields into disturbance and guide components is an
analytic artifact that is seldom achievable in magnetic recon-
nection simulations. Specifically, since the nonlinear feed-
back of the reconnecting magnetic field on the velocity in-
flow is not represented in the analytic solution, it is
impossible to capture the complicated transient behavior as-
sociated with the nonlinear saturation of the current sheet.13
Although saturation effects could, in principle, be modeled
by retaining higher moments in the expansion of the solu-
tion, such an approach seems unprofitable given the com-
plexities of the moment system.
To our knowledge detailed studies of the saturated cur-
rent layer have been performed only for magnetic merging in
the classical, resistive MHD approximation. In such cases the
key assumption of a quasi-one-dimensional current layer still
holds good, and resistive scaling laws based on the analytic
model—assuming a saturated level for the magnetic field in
the sheet—can still be applied for quantifying the bulk
energetics.6,13 To what extent the inclusion of a generalized
Ohm’s law, or a truly collisionless description of the recon-
necting current layer, modifies these conclusions is largely
unknown at present. Related work on reconnection in weakly
collisional plasmas with strong guide fields21 suggests that in
some regimes the large scale quasi-one-dimensional sheets
can become unstable. This transition may signal the switch
over from one-dimensional current sheets to the cross shaped
current structures observed in Hall MHD reconnection.5,16,22
Watson and Porcelli21 also find that the effects of electron
inertia can postpone, or even eliminate, saturation. These
findings suggest that there remains considerable scope for
investigating, analytically and numerically, the interplay be-
tween weakly collisional current sheets and the large scale
advection region that supports the merging.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered the impact of Hall currents on pla-
nar models of current sheet reconnection. We began by not-
ing that current sheet models based on a generalized Ohm’s
law can be interpreted as a superposition of transient recon-
necting components onto large scale background guide fields
(see the Appendix). A simplified analytic description con-
firms that the influence of the Hall term is intrinsically linked
to the symmetries of the reconnection geometry and to the
orientation of axial guide fields. As a consequence, Hall cur-
rent reconnection allows a far richer spectrum of magnetic
merging solutions than classical resistive MHD.
Suppose, for instance, that the axial guide components
are turned off. Then the reconnection of the planar field in-
duces axial disturbance field components, which, in turn,
feed back on the planar solution and thicken up the current
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sheet. This leads to enhanced Ohmic dissipation but only at
the cost of diminishing the reconnection rate (see Sec. IV A).
When axial guide fields are present the picture is more
complicated. The analysis of Secs. IV B and IV C shows that
the guide field can, depending on its orientation, act to in-
crease or decrease the effective advection of the planar field.
If the advection is enhanced then the influence of the guide
field will tend to increase the reconnection rate. However, the
direct coupling of the axial disturbance field Z to the planar
field g is still present and this tends to inhibit the merging. In
general these two effects compete—and which one ulti-
mately wins depends critically on the parameters of the
merging problem at hand.
Given that the strength of the guide component is prob-
ably limited by pressure constraints, the guide field enhance-
ment of the inflow is likely to be important only if the ad-
vection of the planar field by the global velocity field is
weak. This might occur during the early phases of a resistive
instability—in the tearing mode, say, prior to the build up of
strong fluid velocities—or perhaps in strongly anisotropic
configurations, such as the reconnection of weak poloidal
field in a toroidally dominated system.
To date the majority of numerical simulations of Hall
MHD have indicated that Hall effects speed up reconnection.
In this paper we have shown that the real picture may be far
more complicated. More generally, for instance in 2D time-
dependent simulations, the distinction between guide field
and disturbance components cannot be sensibly maintained:
the reconnecting fields eventually build up sufficiently to
modify the background flow. However, the effect of different
symmetries on the merging rate has been confirmed in a
series of numerical experiments.7 It was observed that strong
shear flows across the reconnection layer induced large axial
fields that thicken the current sheet and slow the reconnec-
tion rate. In contrast, in head-on reconnection the current
sheet became thinner and the merging rate was enhanced (at
the expense of the Ohmic dissipation).
It is also possible to add the effects of electron inertia
and time dependence into the model. These effects have al-
ready been examined in the related problem of weakly col-
lisional reconnection in the limit of a strong guide field.21 In
this problem there are two main regimes: a regime where
finite Larmor radius effects dominate, and growing oscilla-
tory solutions, much like those found in Craig and Watson,6
develop; and an electron inertia dominated regime, where a
single peak localized solution naturally saturates. Watson and
Porcelli21 found that the oscillatory solutions become un-
stable, and the same is probably true of the oscillatory solu-
tions found in the work by Craig and Watson6 and discussed
here in Sec. IV A. However, the electron inertia dominated
solutions do remain stable. The implication is that quasi-one-
dimensional reconnection—the classical current sheet
model—may break down in certain collisionless limits.
Finally, we addressed the question of whether Hall cur-
rents can alleviate the buildup of strong hydromagnetic pres-
sures in flux pile-up reconnection. In agreement with Dorelli,
we find that flux pileup in the planar field can be be elimi-
nated by invoking a sufficiently strong axial guide field.
However, this solution is compromised by the strong pres-
sure of the guide field away from the coordinate axes. In the
model presented here the best that can be achieved is to
balance the advection of the planar field, governed by the
electron fluid, to the build up in magnetic pressure in the
sheet. As discussed in Sec. V, this prescription moderates the
pileup, Bs,h−1/3, and leads to faster inflows and consider-
ably thinner current sheets, ,,h2/3, in the presaturation
phase of the merging. Alternatively we might interpret d as
the gradient of the axial field and consider that our solution is
only valid on a microscopic region that straddles the recon-
nection region. This can dramatically ease the pressure con-
straint if the region size is small enough, but since we have
no way of determining this microscopic scale from the ana-
lytic solution itself, the scale must be set a priori from ex-
ternal considerations. Under this interpretation we are left
with the problem of welding our analytic “inner” Hall cur-
rent solution onto a large scale outer solution, which does not
significantly affect the merging dynamics. Although this
might be a formidable task, it could provide a useful link
between analytic Hall current models, such as that presented
here, and the numerical simulations of Hall MHD reconnec-
tion.
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APPENDIX A: MOMENT EXPANSION SOLUTIONS
Consider the planar system of Sec. II B. If reconnection
is to be effective then, in view of the smallness of the resis-
tivity, current sheets involving small length scales must de-
velop. If the current layer is such that ]x@]y then it is natural
to consider an expansion of the form
1
f
W
c
Z
2 = on=0‘ ynn!1
fnsx,td
Wnsx,td
cnsx,td
Znsx,td
2 sA1d
in which low order components provide the dominant con-
tributions.
Two key results follow from the moment decomposition.
In the first place the system closes on neglecting second and
higher moments, a fact which lies at the heart of all known
analytic reconnection solutions for incompressible
plasmas—and this includes 3D reconnection models23,24 and
solutions involving plane cylindrical coordinates with angu-
lar moments.25,26 This result also has echoes in the local
expansion involved in the finite time collapse of a compress-
ible X-point plasma.27
Second, if we proceed as below and limit attention to the
“closed” moment system we find that the first order moments
are autonomous, in the sense that they evolve independently
of the behavior of the zeroth order fields. What this means is
that the first order moments can be interpreted in terms of
slowly evolving global fields: these “guide” or “background”
fields control the transient, high frequency fields associated
with the zero moments. This ordering is somewhat unusual,
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as in a typical expansion procedure we usually associate the
zeroth-order terms with global background quantities and the
first order terms with the small scale perturbations.
The closed moment expansion
By setting the second order and higher moments to zero
and considering just the first two terms in the moment ex-
pansion we obtain for the zeroth moments
fxxt
0 + kfxx
0 f1l = kcxx
0 c1l + nfxxxx
0
, sA2d
Wt
0 + kW0f1l = kZ0c1l + nWxx
0
, sA3d
ct
0 + kc0f1l = hcxx
0 + dikc0Z1l + de
2scxxt
0 + kcxx
0 f1l
+ kZ0W1ld , sA4d
Zt
0 + kZ0f1l = hZxx
0 + kW0c1l + dikcxx
0 c1l
+ de
2sZxxt
0 + kZxx
0 f1l + kfxx
0 Z1ld . sA5d
Note that we have introduced brackets—remnants of the
original Poisson brackets—typified by
kfmgnl = fxmgn − fngxm. sA6d
The first order moments are given by
fxxt
1 + kfxx
1 f1l = kcxx
1 c1l + nfxxxx
1
, sA7d
Wt
1 + kW1f1l = kZ1c1l + nWxx
1
, sA8d
ct
1 + kc1f1l = hcxx
1 + dikc1Z1l + de
2scxxt
1 + kcxx
1 f1l
+ kZ1W1ld , sA9d
Zt
1 + kZ1f1l = hZxx
1 + kW1c1l + dikcxx
1 c1l
+ de
2sZxxt
1 + kZxx
1 f1l + kfxx
1 Z1ld . sA10d
Of central interest are the allowable forms for the back-
ground field (remembering that these are given by the first
order moments). In lieu of an exhaustive treatment we note
that particular solutions can be constructed by observing that
a bracket of the form
kfxx
1 f1l = fxxx
1 f1 − fxx
1 fx
1 sA11d
can be made to vanish by taking f1=ax or alternatively f1
=astdeikx. The first form yields the background fields used in
Sec. III A, i.e., f=f0sxd+f1sxdy=f0sxd+axy. The second
form yields slowly evolving background fields, such as those
outlined in Ref. 13. In this case if we assume similar forms
for W1, c1, Z1 and consider only odd solutions we find that
1
f1
W1
c1
Z1
2 = sinskxd1
a0 exps− l1td
g0 exps− l1td
b0 exps− l2td
d0 exps− l2td
2 , sA12d
where l1=nk2 and l2=hk2 / s1+de
2k2d. If these solutions are
to represent global background fields then the wavenumber k
should be taken to be of order unity. In this case the decay of
the resulting guide field is negligible (because n and h are
typically very small).
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